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PAWS HOOFS AND CLAWS ADOPTION AGREEMENT 
 
 

SPECIAL NOTES 

• This adoption agreement is between Paws Hoofs and Claws Incorporated (the organisation) and you (the adopter).   The below 
mentioned pet will be rehomed to you (the adopter) on the condition that should you find the pet unsuitable in any way, you 
must contact a representative of Paws Hoofs and Claws Inc (the organisation to arrange for the pet to be returned within the 
first two (2) weeks).  You also agree to contact the group immediately should any problems arise in the first two (2) weeks, this 
includes the pet becoming lost or if you have any health or behavioural concerns.   

• If at any time Paws Hoofs and Claws Inc. become aware that the pet is being mistreated or is deemed to be at risk, Paws Hoofs 
and Claws Inc have the right to seize the pet without notice and if the situation cannot be resolved the pet may be listed for 
rehoming. You (the adopter) will receive no monies or refunds. 

ADOPTER 

Name:  

Address: 
(where the animal will 
be living) 

 

 Postcode:  

Telephone: Home:  Work:  Mobile:  

Email Address:  

Alternate Contact 
Name & PH. Number: 

 

ANIMAL DETAILS 

Animals new name:  PHC animal name:  

Dog / cat:  Sex:   

Breed:  

Colour/markings:  

Date of Birth: (if known)  Age:  

Desexed:    
Council desex 
voucher number: 

 

To be desexed: *If too young to 

be desexed when adopted, when 
should desexing take place 

 

Council registration number:  
Council registration 
expiry date: 

 

Microchip number:  Microchip database:  

 



ADOPTION AGREEMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

1. By signing this contractual agreement (the terms) you (the adopter) are agreeing to the following terms: 

2. Those conditions and clause outlined under subsection “Special Notes”; 

3. The adopter agrees to maintain and house the abovementioned pet under the conditions of the Queensland State Act 
governing the care of companion animals and meet all the council bylaws and claim full responsibility for any costs or charges 
incurred should the abovementioned pet be impounded; 

4. The adopter agrees to keep the abovementioned pets microchip and identification details updated and correct at all times; 

5. The adopter agrees to provide the abovementioned pet with all regular veterinarian treatment, including vaccinations, 
parasite control and immediate treatment of any illness and / or injury; 

6. The adopter agrees to adopt and consider the abovementioned pet to be part of the family and as such will be responsible for 
providing social interaction and exercise where appropriate; 

7. The adopter agrees to provide the abovementioned pet with suitable accommodation including an enclosed, safe and 
protected area at night and shelter from the sun, rain and other elements at all times; 

8. The adopter agrees to provide the abovementioned pet with suitable nourishment and must have access to clean water at all 
times; 

9. The adopter agrees that if at any point during the abovementioned pet’s life, the adopter is no longer able to care for the 
abovementioned pet the adopter must return the pet to Paws, Hoofs and Claws Inc. The adopter agrees that they will not 
surrender, give away or sell the abovementioned pet to anyone other than Paws, Hoofs and Claws Inc. 

10. The adopter understands that whilst Paws, Hoofs and Claws Inc. makes every effort to ensure that the adopter receives a 
healthy well adjusted pet, the group cannot be held responsible for the abovementioned pet should it suffer ill health and / 
or develop an unsatisfactory temperament at a later date. 

11. Special Notes: 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

DECLARATION 

I (the adopter) acknowledge that I have read and accepted this adoption agreement. I agree that all information I have provided to 
Paws, Hoofs and Claws Inc. is correct and true. I understand that failure to comply with the terms listed in this agreement can result 
in the seizure of the abovementioned pet. 

Adopter Name Adopter Signature Date 

   

PHC Representative Name  PHC Representative Signature  Date 

   

OFFICE USE ONLY 

PHC  
Animal ID 

 
Microchip new / change of 

ownership completed 
Y / N 

Council change of 
ownership completed  

Y / N  or  N/A 

Adoption 
fee: 

 
Adoption fee 

includes: 

   Vet check and worming 
 
   Microchip 
 
   Vaccination/s _________ 
 
   De-sexing 
 
   MICC registration 

  Cash  received $ _______________________ 
 
  Direct deposit - bank details: 
 Account Name: Paws Hoofs and Claws Inc. 
 BSB Number: 034-203 
 Account Number: 294833 
 Remittance:  treasurer@pawshoofsandclaws.com 
 
    Donation $_______________________ 
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